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STM ITALY IS OFFICIAL TECHNICAL PARTNER OF
HONDA REDMOTO LUNIGIANA TEAM

Honda RedMoto Lunigiana Team is pleased to announce a new collaboration agreement with STM Italy 
Srl, leader in the production of complete clutches groups characterized by a very advanced anti-skid 
system and the new patented AUDAX system for off-road.

STM Italy srl, a Piedmont-based company based in Riva Presso Chieri (TO), specialized in the production 
of slip-resistant clutch units in the 90s, equipping the Ducati of the Superbike World Championship with 
which it won two world titles.

Inspired by a company mission dedicated to research and mechanical innovation, STM Italy begins the 
mass production of its clutches, transferring the technology experimented in the track competitions to 
the series motorcycles and in a short time becomes the absolute leader in the sector of complete clutch 
groups slipper.

In 2003 the STM Italy anti-siping technology was developed and applied also to the clutches in an oil 
bath, with the result of greatly increasing the possibilities of use of the STM groups.

Today STM offers a particularly wide and continuously developing range of products able to satisfy the 
needs of various enthusiasts who wish to evolve the performance of their motorbike emulating the 
MotoGP and WSBK riders.

The AUDAX clutch, a new patented technological jewel, is the latest revolution in offoroad clutches; 
entirely made of Ergal, the operating principle is opposite to any other product on the market, 
guaranteeing top performance, reliability and ease of maintenance (having the springs integral with the 
pressure plate) immediately become a reference product for both the cross and the enduro.

Also worth mentioning is the lower purchase cost of the off-road market worldwide.

VALERIO GAFFURI - CEO of STM Italy srl
"Research, development, passion, commitment and competence are some of the characteristics that 
distinguish our company. STM Italy, 30 years of experience with a young and dynamic staff who like to call 
themselves a team. It is precisely for this reason that we have chosen to support Honda RedMoto 
Lunigiana Team with the riders Davide Guarneri and Davide Soreca. For us it is an experience that 
promises to be full of emotions with the opportunity to promote two Italian riders with passion and pride".

GIANNI BELLONI
"STM Italy represents Italian excellence in terms of innovation regarding clutch groups. Their working 
method has many points in common with the world of competitions and is therefore particularly 
stimulating for us to collaborate with this reality. I thank STM for the trust it has placed in our team".
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